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ADOMA – GROUP CDC HABITAT

“Go local: Supporting regions, cities and 
rural areas in migrants’ inclusion” 

FOCUS ON TWO INCLUSIVE MIGRANT

HOUSING SCHEMES: 

 THE RHVS PRAHDA IN LA CRÈCHE

 THE ATSA IN POUILLY-EN-AUXOIS
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ADOMA, 60 YEARS OF HISTORY

A national operator dedicated to integration through housing
 Since 1 June 2015: CDC Habitat 57% / State 42% / Other (including Action 

Logement) 1.1% 
 2,881 employees, 58% of whom are women

Housing solutions

 676 sites with +78,000 housing units

 Offices in 13 regions and 72 départements

 3,477 housing units rolled out in 2018

Financial indicators

 €434M in turnover in 2018

 A net profit of €25.4M in 2018

Major responsibilities

 A key player in the housing sector, supported by a strategic property plan 

encompassing +88,100 independent housing units in 2028

 Leading operator for the reception and accommodation of asylum seekers (≈ 26,000 

spots)

Where Adoma is found

5 establishments, 

24 regional divisions
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ADOMA’S CORE RESPONSIBILITIES – GENERAL

ACCOMMODATION WITH SUPPORT SERVICES

Definition: General accommodation centres are intended for the homeless or those forced to leave

their homes urgently (victims of spousal violence, etc.), those living in precarious/vulnerable situations

or facing severe social difficulties

 Housing is, in most of the mechanisms, combined with social support determined after initial contact

via the 115 and the SIAO (Information, reception and referral service)

 Services are provided without condition, and beneficiaries are guaranteed continuity of care,

There exist two main types of general accommodation:

 Emergency accommodation: immediate response overnight shelter and accommodation subject to

no condition (CHU)

 Integration accommodation: medium-term accommodation (1 to 6 months renewable) and 

individualised social support aimed at social integration (CHRS, Stabilisation Centre, HUAS). The 

beneficiary signs a stay contract.
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ADOMA'S CORE RESPONSIBILITIES – ACCOMMODATION WITH

SUPPORT IN APPLICATION FOR ASYLUM

Services for asylum seekers: Directed by the State at the national level (Ministry of the Interior, OFII) and

decentralised government agencies (prefecture, DDCS, DRIHL)

Service framework: While their application for asylum is reviewed, individuals may benefit from basic material

services:

- accommodation: via a range of State-funded schemes, based on average daily prices of €16 to €25

- subsidies for asylum seekers according to a scale set by the Ministry (€6.80 for a lone individual, €17 for a 4-

person household)

Adoma target populations: 40% of those receiving support, + 80 nationalities, + 12,000 people addressed in

2018, of which +70% were socially-isolated

As of 1 October 2019, Adoma manages 26,117 accommodation offers in 70 departments, broken down

as follows:

 22,529 for asylum-seekers, across 213 centres

 3,588 for general beneficiaries, across 42 centres
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TWO EXAMPLES OF ACCOMMODATION SCHEMES FOR MIGRANT POPULATIONS

ALIGNED WITH LOCAL PUBLIC POLICIES

The PRAHDA in La Crèche (Deux-Sèvres department) can accommodate 92
asylum seekers under the State-regulated scheme run via the OFII (French
Office of Immigration and Integration). Opened at the end of July 2017 as part
of the Hémisphère programme run by the CDC Habitat Group, this scheme is
the first social impact investment fund in Europe, making it possible to
accommodate 7,616 people under emergency conditions or as asylum seekers,
including 6,000 places in RHVS (Hotel-Residences for Social Purposes).

The ATSA in Pouilly-en-Auxois (Côte d’Or): offers 80 emergency
accommodation spots for asylum seekers, also regulated by the OFII. Opened
on 4 February 2015, this mechanism was created at the behest of the Ministry
of the Interior. It was designed to decongest the Calais encampment.

In this highly publicised context, the opening of the site considerably “shook up”
the lives of those in Pouilly en Auxois, a small rural municipality.
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HOW THE PRAHDA IN LA CRÈCHE WAS OPENED: AN EXAMPLE OF LOCAL

COMMITMENT

The local authorities played a key role in the project’s success. 

Regular public meetings were held, co-organised by the Municipality and the State 
(prefecture):

 Before the opening and after 4 months of activity, then every quarter

2-Phase Monitoring Committee:

 Institutional: Town hall, local State services (social, security, National Education,
employment/training)

 Association-based (emergency aid) and economic (local companies, to promote access to
employment and training

 Aid from the Town Hall:
• The PRAHDA's integration into municipality living
• Food aid
• Access to culture and sports.

A “services and solidarity” association was created at the impetus of the Mayor
• Food/clothing aid
• Fun and sporting activities, 
• Transport aid 
• Manual workshops,
• Cultural outings, visits, shows
• Assistance toward proficiency in the French language
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HOW THE PRAHDA IN LA CRÈCHE WAS OPENED AN INNOVATIVE FINANCIAL

STRUCTURE

Financial structure of the Hemisphere programme:

 Investment

This RHVS is one of 60 budget hotels acquired in 2017 by another subsidiary of
the CDC Habitat Group: Ampere Management.

Ampère Gestion gathered the support of 6 institutional investors, who
contributed a total of €100 million to the project. An additional €100 million was
provided by a loan from the CEB.

 Operating principles

In France, these service and accommodation facilities are 100% State-funded.
Operating under public contract, the centre charges €17.13 daily.

It is therefore on a different level that the involvement of local and territorial
authorities is essential, to direct the centre's beneficiaries toward common law
programmes and integration into the local fabric.
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HOW THE ATSA IN POUILLY-EN-AUXOIS WAS OPENED: A
SECOND EXAMPLE OF LOCAL COMMITMENT

An issue of importance, for the nation, the territory and the municipality

Local context: Pouilly-en-Auxois, municipality of 1,600 inhabitants (2015 INSEE)

Typology and size of target population: 80 lone men and families

National context: Managing the migratory crisis (relieving the encampment in Calais)

Territorial context:

 Helping relieve the existing schemes in urban areas in the Burgundy region and integrating a
service and accommodation scheme in a rural territory with fewer than 2,000 inhabitants, then a
“follow-up service” for refugees in the process of being rehoused.

 Developing partnerships and cooperation, and becoming part of local networks, so as to offer a
comprehensive service as part of the asylum pathway and create a dynamic of social cohesion.
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PLAYERS GOT INVOLVED AT ALL LEVELS OF THIS
INNOVATIVE PROJECT
At Adoma

A team on the ground: one local manager, 2 social workers, social aid professionals and technical teams to 
lend support

A hierarchy supporting the team, media interface, political leaders.

A team of social workers trained in action research and the development and implementation of a service 
project with a global dimension. 

1 technical department in charge of property, 1 agent on site once per week

Committed local players and cooperating partners:

The Mayor and his constituents,

The elected representatives of the intermunicipality (the intermunicipality covers 47 municipalities),

Elected associations (social centre/prime partners, “Restos du cœur” association),

The police forces (Gendarmerie brigade),

Healthcare services (nursing home, CHU (Dijon, Beaune, Semur-en-Auxois),

Ministry of Education.

Players at the regional and national levels: stepped-up institutional partnerships

State, Departmental Council and Employment Offices (Beaune branches)
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For the public, two reference parties: the Adoma centre leadership and the Mayor 

To establish the cooperation dimension in the conduct of shared practices, within the setting of the
network and the partnership,

 To improve the quality of relations between the various skills sets involved, all the while respecting
the formal structure required by objectives sought; i.e., establishing and maintaining the centre,
putting in practice a dynamic of cooperation,

To train and communicate with the players involved,

To define an interconnected strategy between the two players, drawing on a team engaged in the
cooperative process.

Focus areas

Actions implemented within the framework of the cooperation (Adoma/Mayor/Social Centre):

4 areas (sociolinguistic, social and health-related, socio-professional and socio-cultural) to serve a
common objective: the integration of a new group into the community.

Integrating the target populations into society

Since 2015, this scheme has enabled integration through housing, by drawing on the private rental
housing stock in Pouilly-en-Auxois.

THE GROUPS SERVED, A CATALYST FOR ALL PLAYERS
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AN ISSUE OF IMPORTANCE FOR THE NATION, FOR THE

TERRORITIES AND FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW SOCIETAL

MODEL

Of importance for safety and 

security

Public order, health, etc.

Of importance for the 

economy

Consumer activity, Employment, Training, etc.

Of importance for 

demographics

Maintaining school numbers, population density, etc.

Of importance for the politis Collective and community cohesion, inter-culturality, etc.

Of importance for society and 

culture

The social bond, welcoming others as a democracy and a republic, access to common law, etc. 
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THE ATSA IN POUILLY-EN-AUXOIS: AN EXAMPLE OF A SECOND INNOVATIVE

FINANCIAL PACKAGE

The mechanism’s financial structure:

 Investment

This facility is located in a former gendarmerie, acquired by Adoma, and
financed using equity supplemented by an EIB loan to cover the cost of the
works.

 Operating principles

In France, ATSA/HUDAs are accommodation facilities 100% subsidised by the
State. The amount of these subsidies is set by the State (Ministry of the Interior)
on the basis of a daily price of €17.

It is therefore on a different level that the involvement of local and territorial
authorities is essential, to direct the centre's beneficiaries toward common law
programmes and integration into the local fabric.


